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The Future of Architecture in Space: Progressing
the Human Dimension within machine driven
Environments.

Miami University
called to help.1 What can Architects contribute
when designing for extreme conditions, and
how can they add to the upfront design when
considering the human's existence in this new
reality?
"Imagination will often carry us to worlds
that never were. But without it, we go
nowhere."

-Carl Sagan

INTRODUCTION
We are fortunate to be living during a time
when we will witness the progression of the
new age of exploring the cosmos. "The sky is
the limit", a saying that now couldn't be
further from the truth in regards to our
capabilities of scientific discovery.
With that
progression, there has never been a greater
need for technology, greater minds for problem
solving, and greater imaginations to consider
the effectiveness of architectural design as
something that must be beneficial. The age of
space architecture is upon us, and it presents
exciting possibilities addressing the challenges
and
constraints
of
these
extreme
environments.
Often, the problem with
designing for these harsh conditions is
superseded by the need to ensure that these
structures can weather the elements and
protect the equipment and instrumentation
effectively.
Even as attention turns to
designing places for humans to live in outer
space, architects are not the first professionals

There are many places on earth that could be
considered "extreme" in nature, however most
of these places would pale in comparison to
challenges
that
are
presented
when
considering a travel mission leaving our
atmosphere and trying to sustain human life
for long periods of time from the dangerous
conditions that we can't find on earth.
(micrometeoroids and (OD) orbital debris,
(SPE) solar proton event, (GCR) galactic
cosmic
radiation,
microgravity,
artificial
gravity, partial gravity, and then safely reentering our atmosphere.)2
Earth's most
extreme environments only deal only with the
typical problems of any extreme condition;
access to oxygen, extreme temperature
fluctuations, lack of light, long durations in
small quarters with other humans; all of which
are also dealt with when designing in space.
Perhaps the most integral part of designing for
extreme conditions is the necessity of habitat
subsystems and infrastructure. These systems
must
be
configured
to
meet
limiting
requirements for crew safety, performance,
mass,
power,
volume,
reliability,
and
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robustness.3 The recycling and reuse of waste
in space is a necessity, while on Earth it seems
to be only an option of convenience. These
technologies will eventually make their way
back to earth as a source for future design
capabilities; we have been benefitting from
such NASA spin off technologies ever since the
space race (1955–1972) which has helped
usher in the expansion of technology in
transportation systems, communications, food
packing and sterilization, clothing, medical
equipment, etc.4 We owe most of our modern
technological conveniences to space design;
the evolution of design innovation thrives when
pressed with extreme constraints.
Space architecture faces a multitude of
challenges with design, especially as missions
start to reach further away from planet Earth.
As science and discovery trek into deep space
for answers, the more we are pressed as
designers to come up with solutions for
humans who will be living in space or on these
other worlds. As architects, we have a dual
responsibility of both creating places that work
and function, but also to create spaces for
people to enjoy. Le Corbusier’s famous quote,
“A house is a machine for living in”, embraces
the technological advancements of the time
and attempted to create an efficient approach
to design by embracing purism.5 There is an
interesting relationship between the industrial
age and the advancement of architectural
theory. Can space architecture balance out its
mechanical function and its need to provide for
its inhabitant? Is space architecture just a
machine that we live in, or can we use the
machine as a tool to create an architecture
that becomes alive?

3
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METHODOLOGY
My responsibility in the future will be to design
beneficial architecture, regardless of where
that may be, and regardless of my experience
within the field of science. I am approaching
this specific challenge of design through an
architectural lens, in hopes to better
understand science and its application, and to
explore what architecture can offer in return.
Interviews are conducted with research
scientists (Dr. Avi Mandell, NASA), space
architect (Brent Sherwood, NASA), artists
(Bryan Versteeg, Mars One), and Jason
Bannister, Mechanimal Robotics) concerning
specific project design constraints, and
problem solving approaches [or strategies]. I
examine the International Space Station and
orbital architecture as a case study, to consider
what works well, and what could be improved.
Along with that, examine reviews and critiques
of people who have been to the international
space station and what they have experienced;
delving into problems and ways architecture
may be able to help.
I consider current
approaches and solutions to deep space
habitats, Planetary Habitats, and Mobile
research units.
Perhaps even more important than the actual
application of science, is the understanding of
the theory of architecture's capabilities, and its
responsibility for the wellbeing of people. I will
engage several literature reviews in hopes to
strengthen, and give relevance to the issue of
architectural responsibility. The International
Space Station suffers from a variety of issues
all of which can be addressed by theory and
philosophy. First, I compare modernism and
the Vienna Circle, as being parallels in time.
One scientific; the other architectural.
I
examine modernism, and suggest that it may
have resulted in the loss of the human
dimension within architecture, by way of "the
machine". Martin Pawley discusses the idea of
the "machine" in relation to the modernist
movement. Space architecture must function
first and foremost (the machine), but also
designing just a machine could potentially
neglect the human element of design
(architecture).
Living in extremely close
quarters with people is another issue that may
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be overlooked within space design. Jean Paul
Sartre, examines this through works of fiction
that expresses his philosophical take on the
issue of, "hell is people".
Although the
seclusion and isolation may at first seem like a
problem in itself, it could be that it is the lack
of self expression of the personal environment
that makes seclusion such torture. Anne Cline
discuses "the hut" as a means of creating a
place of one's own, on the most basics levels
of thinking. Creating a hut is like creating a
tent or playhouse as a kid. That inherent need
for design on the most primal of levels is
something that relates directly to the human
aspect of design, and is something that must
be retained in space design.
Lastly, I consider the process by which I will
explore approaching this challenge through a
simulation of the industrial design and concept
art pipeline. Designers and architects offer a
fresh perspective on design, one that can
harness the inspiration from nature and
organisms into built forms and machines. By
implementing the industrial design pipeline to
approach design solutions, a large range of
iterations can be explored, evolved, and
developed in a very fast amount of time.
Concurrently, there can be a wide range of
input from other sources that can help
accelerate the design process. Utilizing these
skills of quickly exploring ideas, can directly
influence the feasibility of actually influencing a
design team.
To question in regards to the possible of
designing in space is no longer relevant, it is a
reality. As this paper is being written, there is
a human living in lower earth orbit for the
duration of a year, to test and probe at the
needs of a human to survive a long duration
missions in space.6 Humans now live beyond
This is an architectural question which
deserves to be looked at from aspects of
philosophy,
history,
psychology,
and
architectural theory.

6

Spaleta, Steve. "Astronaut Scott Kelly: Merchant
Marine To A Year In Space | Video | Space.com."
N.p., n.d. Web. 07 May 2015.

CRITICAL EXAMINATION OF [ISS] AND
PRINCIPLES OF ORBITAL DESIGN
In part 2 of "Out of This World - the New Field
of Space Architecture", Brent Sherwood
compares
the
orbital
space
architect's
challenge to that of a submarine designer:
ensure survivability, efficiency, and habitability
in a lethal environment.7 In many ways, the
aesthetic quality of each space is very similar,
despite one having internal structure and the
other an outer structure.
The (ISS)
International Space Station has been in lower
earth orbit since 1998. To this day, this is one
of the only built environments that reside
outside of earth's atmosphere.
The sole
purpose of the (ISS) is to be a mobile research
laboratory where scientists can spend months
conducting experiments in various different
fields: human biology, physics, astronomy, etc.

Figure 1a - Image of submarine Figure

Request for living improvements are very
common when reviewing feedback from recent
inhabitants aboard the International Space
Station.
In 1999, there were very strict
guidelines that address many of the problems
with crew comfort, however due to significant
cost growth and budgetary constraints, the
ambitious concepts were reduced or eliminated
all together. There has been vast research on
the topic of human livability, and as Brent
Sherwood identifies the need for a holistic
approach that takes into consideration a
7
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multitude of design challenges for humans in a
space environment; psychological, social, and
physical.8 A well rounded design approach
would therefore consider crew interaction,
privacy, proximity, lighting, sight lines,
acoustics,
temperature,
circulation
crew
activities, schedules, etc.

Figure 1b - Image of International Space Station

THE MACHINE
When specifically examining the brief range of
history from 1924 to 1936, there appears to be
more than just a relationship between science
and architecture; there seem to be intriguing
parallels between the movement of the Vienna
Circle, and the progression of modernism
within
architecture.
With
so
much
development in technology and discovery in
science, the turn of the 20th century was a
period of constant reinventions. The realm of
science was ever expanding during this time;
notable advancements such as Albert Einstein's
theory of special relativity in 1905, Niels Bohr's
model of the atom in 1913, Albert Einstein's
theory of general relativity in 1915, and
Georges Lemaitre's theory of the big bang in
1927. However, it was also closely related to
the
rapid
advancement
of
technology.
Concurrently, The Vienna Circle was formed as
a diverse group of scientifically trained
philosophers and other likeminded individuals
who met under the leadership of Moritz

Schlick. It was typical of the group to discuss
the problems within the philosophy of science.9
The Vienna Circle ultimately presented a
theory of scientific knowledge which sought to
renew
empiricism
by
freeing
it
from
metaphysical statements in exchange for a
method of logical analysis.
As science
discarded any influence of metaphysics,
modernism was also expressing its own stance
on architectural standards and principles of the
age. There was vast speculation as to which
direction architecture needed to go. Around
this same general time period, the modernist
architectural movement was expanding as
well. The Bauhaus school was established in
Germany in 1919 and was in operation until
1933 under three different architect-directors.
Walter Gropius, Haynes Meyer, and Ludwig
Meis van der Rohe were arguably at the
forefront of the modernist architectural
movement.10
Previously, there had been
effort to fit in the ideas of metaphoric
"hearths" or "lamps of sacrifice" into the
modern architecture. Just as science purged
metaphysics, modernism purged part of the
human essence of architecture which led to a
reductive,
minimalist,
pure,
logical,
architecture. It is a scientific conception; a
logical analysis of architecture.
Similarly to that of the world of science and
how metaphysics distorted the process of
rational thought, the restrictive and limiting
force of the traditional rules of architectural
theory cluttered the path towards a new
architecture. The work of The Vienna Circle
may
be
only
coincidently
linked
the
phenomena of the modernist movement, but
what we can deduce is that the 1900's were a
time of architectural revolution where the
artists and architects rebelled against every
form of doctrine that was prevalently accepted
by the masses. Can the loss of metaphysics
within science be linked to this radical
departure from the previously accepted forms
of architecture?
Perhaps, but what is for

9
8
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The Scientific Conception of the World: The Vienna
Circle. Dordrecht: Reidel, 1973. Print.
10
"Heilbrunn Timeline of Art History." The Bauhaus,
1919–1933. N.p., n.d. Web. 14 Nov. 2013.
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certain is that technology and science played a
huge role in the development of modernism,
and more importantly, applying rational and
logical thought to practice.
Martin Pawley
discusses the relationship between science and
architecture in his book, “Theory and design in
the second machine age.” Pawley examines
the progression of both.
“Unlike Science,
which grows by the accumulation and crossfertilization of a stochastic pattern of new
discoveries, architecture comes out of actions
and beliefs that have grown out of previous
actions and beliefs”.11 It is only natural that
the flaws of the International space station
must be looked at as a foundation to build
upon, rather than a negative attitude towards
space architectural in general. The challenge
of the [ISS], in Hegelian dialectic, would be to
focus on the synthesis of art and science.
Pawley identified the conflict between the two,
especially the threat of infusing design by
means of painstaking accumulation of factual
data; the artistic identity is lost.
Pawley
states, "Before they died, the mutineers [early
modernist] came to realize that their art was at
the mercy of the machine, and not the other
way around.”12
The question directs itself to consider if current
space architecture accommodates only the
machine as capsule to survive in?
Are we
losing the
human dimension within these
machine driven environments?
ISOLATION, CLAUSTRAPHOBIA, PEOPLE
With
companies
like
Sierra
Nevada
Corporation, Space X, Boeing, and mars Desert
Research Station, a mission to Mars is
inevitable, and the time when humans will be
making the trek is fast approaching. Traveling
to and from space, staying and researching in
pods or stations, or living in mobile units on
other planets or moons; one main concern that
is raised is the isolation and seclusion for long
periods of time.
When averaging all past
twelve mission trips to Mars that have occurred

since 1964, the travel time would be
approximately 225 days from Earth to Mars.
There have been many studies and research
done that evaluates the mental wellbeing of
people who experience solitary confinement
within the research laboratories, prisons, etc.
Some prisoners talk about their ways of coping
with isolation, some describe making up stories
in their heads, or creating meticulous math
games out everyday circumstances, even
painstaking counting and collecting things.
Medically speaking, such activities attempt to
compensate for stimuli that are missing by
creating stimuli of its own, that is, by
increasing random activity within the brain.
Whether these mental exercises preserve
sanity or exacerbate it is unknown, however, it
is clear that isolation has some effect on one’s
mental wellbeing. However, there seem to be
instances where isolation is not only possible
but intentionally desired. A hermit, as Ann
Cline notes, “takes pleasure in his rustic
tasks”. Although the intention of the 18th
century hermit did so for other reasons.
Rather than placing himself above society, he
set to distance himself from a place which
categorizes men into different groups.13
Seclusion allowed the hermit to eliminate the
concerns of failure and success. Much like the
prisoner though, rituals seem to be all that the
hermit has that designates any manner of
order. Ritual gives a sense of purpose.
Sometimes, the problems of seclusion is the
exact opposite; some may argue even worse.
When living in a space station or space craft,
most often means being in a very compact,
limited volume place, with no chance to “get
away”.
Especially in research settings,
individual responsibilities are important, and
stress levels can escalate very quickly. JeanPaul Sartre wrote a play called Huis Clos, or No
Exit, which follows three characters as they are
damned to Hell for eternity.14
As the
characters begin to get to know one another's
past, they slowly begin to plot against one
13

11
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and Design in the Second
B. Blackwell, 1990. Print.
and Design in the Second
B. Blackwell, 1990. Print.

Cline, Ann. A Hut of One's Own: Life outside the
Circle of Architecture. Cambridge, MA: MIT, 1997.
Print.
14
Sartre, Jean-Paul. "No Exit." No Exit, and Three
Other Plays. New York: Vintage International, 1989.
N. pag. Print.
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another.
Rather than finding the typical
"Dante's Inferno" version of Hell, we find the
conclusion that, "Hell is other people." This
directly reinforces the idea that confinement
and solitude, as well as living in close quarters
for long periods of time with other people, are
problems in which may not warrant enough
thought when it comes to design.
When
assessing both isolation and claustrophobia
with architectural language, it would seem that
a delicate balance of both privacy and
community space is required to have a
functioning place for human activity to thrive.
ADAPTABILITY
AND
DIMENSION OF DESIGN

THE

HUMAN

Ann Cline quotes Thom Mayne in chapter 2 of
“A Hut of One’s Own” – Experimental Lives,
where Mayne criticizes the Osaka Follies for
their sculptural qualities, “To me the essence
of architecture is to be found in its connection
with daily life.”15 When applying that concept
to the idea of a machine, one can make the
same criticism. The International space station
is not a place that is designed for “daily life”.
Therefore, if a place is not designed for daily
life, how can it be called architecture? Ann
Cline also talks about the primitive hut as
somewhat of a deconstructive process, moving
and changing things as one sees fit.
She
compares how children build forts, club
houses, tents, and other structures of
“primitive huts” as a form of mimicry of the
architectural process. “Like designers, they
obsess over details that seem meaningless to
others.”16 As to the tent building children, we
each have our own preferences with how we
live, where we live, and what we live in. It
becomes apparent to see that the concept of
the machine can quickly suffocate any
possibility of versatility or creative flexibility.
Providing a crew member with a place of their
own to personalize and to use for multiple
functions as to whatever they would desire,
could potentially eliminate the psychological
15

Cline, Ann. A Hut of
Circle of Architecture.
Print.
16
Cline, Ann. A Hut of
Circle of Architecture.
Print.

One's Own: Life outside the
Cambridge, MA: MIT, 1997.
One's Own: Life outside the
Cambridge, MA: MIT, 1997.

strain of living in close proximity to others, or
open up for interaction when desired. Even
sleeping units could change and adapt. Some
may prefer customizable volumes; others may
favor a temporary sleep enclosure that could
be harnessed at various places across the
station.
In 1924 Mies van der Rohe wrote in a
magazine regarding the future of building
tectonics and practices. “I am convinced that
the traditional methods of building will
disappear”, which was reinforced by Professor
J.D. Bernal wrote in the “Social Function of
Science: “It will soon be possible to break
altogether with the tradition of putting stone
on stone or brick on brick and move in the
direction of rational fabrication.”17 In 1972,
Italian designer Gianantonio Mari devised a
modular support structure environment which
addressed functional requirements but also
allowed for personalization. He focused on
studies of five categories: privacy, sleeping,
dining, leisure, and sensory. The International
Space Station was already designed based on
a modular system, often referred to as a “kit of
parts” including modules, nodes, docking
adapters, and other attachments.18 Naturally,
using a “kit of parts” on a micro scale to design
personal spaces would make the most sense.
This allows for adaptation and evolution over
time, as these places may be retrofitted in the
future. Just as children experiment with the
tents, playhouses, and forts, a kit of parts
approach promotes that inherent need to self
express, and to personalize.

17
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Machine Age. Oxford, UK: B. Blackwell, 1990. Print.
18
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ORIENTATION,
DIRECTIONS,
COSMOLOGICAL AXIS MUNDI

AND

“Only in a hut of one’s own can a person follow
his or her own desires”, Ann Cline states in the
final chapter of her book, “here in a hut of
one’s own, a person may find one’s very own
self, the source of humanity’s song.”19 The
idea of finding one’s self speaks to the idea of
a person being grounded, or rooted to a place.
In ancient mythology, the term Axis Mundi
represented a connection from the earth to the
heavens, a center of the world. Symbolically,
the axis mundi represents a way to orient
one’s self in both a micro scale to a specific
place, and also a macro scale relationship with
the cosmos.
Orientation to directions (up,
down, north, south, east, west, etc), have
always been an inherent need for humans.
Orbital architecture presents many new
challenges of addressing means of orientation
as well as unique opportunities to harness.
Orbital architecture allows for new means of
orienting to happen, locally up which is in
relation to the pod/craft, and planetary
orientation which orients above the planet or
moon that would mimic the feeling of flying
high above the source planet. The phenomena
of vertigo would be exacerbated severely if
orientation wasn’t considered in space design
where no direction is emphasized.
The
opportunity
lies
in
considering
multidimensional geometry that could be harnessed
in space that otherwise would not be possible
to use on planetary architecture.
Three
dimensional tartan grids could potentially allow
for intelligent means of expanding and future
growth. By introducing an intelligent parti, not
only does the view and orientation benefit, but
the functionality of the tectonics and
infrastructure would as well.
Heidegger defines "Dwelling" as "the way in
which we humans are on the Earth." He also
calls what is between Earth and sky "the
world", and says that "the world is the house

where mortals dwell."20 But what happens
when humans begin to dwell in places beyond
the limits of our own planet? Is there an
overlap of considerations that are constant for
human's to dwell on Earth and in outer space?
Are these new environments rejected all
together and masked with architecture that is
"Earth like" for the sake of attempting to make
these environments "like Earth"? Or do we
embrace the conditions of outer space and
other worlds as unique sites, in which unique
solutions should be derived?
CURRENT SPACE ARCHITECTURE
Architecture finds itself imbedded in a new
technologically driven epoch; one that relies
heavily on digital design and digital fabrication,
even here on earth. In 1924 Mies van der
Rohe wrote in a magazine regarding the future
of building tectonics and practices.
“I am
convinced that the traditional methods of
building will disappear”, which was reinforced
by Professor J.D. Bernal who wrote in the
"Social Function of Science". “It will soon be
possible to break altogether with the tradition
of putting stone on stone or brick on brick and
move in the direction of rational fabrication.”21
However, this poses an interesting questions
as to the level of "sacrifice", "truth", and "life"
in which is imbued into the hands-on
craftsmanship of the building. As John Ruskin
said, " buildings should be made by human
hands, so that the joy of masons and stone
carvers is associated with the expressive
freedom given them."22
As science and
technology progress, so does the lack or need
for human hands to actually have any part in
the overall crafting of structures.
Architecture is a constantly evolving art. Since
the first rock became a shelter, and we
constructed plazas for communal space,
20

Norberg-Schulz, Christian. Genius Loci: Towards a
Phenomenology of Architecture. New York: Rizzoli,
1980. Print.
21
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22
Ruskin, John. The Seven Lamps of Architecture.
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eventually erecting religious buildings to serve
as monuments to the gods, ornament began
to decorate our houses, and we eventually
used mass production to create modules made
from steel, wood, and stone in which to build
with. We now design and build for people to
dwell in lower earth orbit, construct capsules to
support life for years of deep space flight, and
have even begun to test habitats for other
planets. From a cave shelter, to a digitally
fabricated capsule floating around the edge of
the earth; there must be some common link,
some essence of the human dimension that
can remain consistent in both.
Current concepts of space habitats focus on a
few key things that attempt to reference Earth
design. Bigelow Aerospace has already
fabricated
and
deployed
two
subscale
pathfinder spacecraft, Genesis I and Genesis
II, which were launched in 2006 and 2007,
respectively.23 One thing to notice is the
expandable habitat retaining a mechanical core
with floor levels that self deploy after
expansion. When considering these in relation
to ideas like orientation, it is very clear that
the implied direction references a local up and
down.
Floors are floors, and ceilings are
ceilings. There would even be a local front and
back in relation to where the birthing adapter
would be located. Bigelow Aerospace's Space
Station

Deep space living is only half the issue. What
happens when humans arrive at a planet or
moon and actually touch down on the surface
for the first time? The mission to Mars is
closest thing planned for human activity. The
recent tests for the Orion crew module have
been the first steps to the mission to Mars.
Next steps will be testing hab modules and
other mission components that will likely have
humans on the red planet by 2015.24 The Mars
Desert Research Group has been testing
habitable pods in southern Utah since the early
2000's.25 The goal is to collect data and test
strategies to survive the conditions of Mars.
These environments have very typical layouts,
often based off of a circle. The pods could be
connected to multiple types of adapters and
each other, however these concepts would
likely be the same size and scale regardless of
the specific function.

Figure 2a - Image of Bigelow Aerospace's Hab Module.
Figure 2b - Image of Mars Desert Research Group
pod.

23
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Have humans outgrown the need for certain
primal needs like wind, water, earth, and fire?
Have we developed a dependency on new
needs; either technologically, sociologically,
psychologically, or physiologically? How do we
examine these in the context of a very
different environment, one that is very "unearthlike"? Designing for space with require
the synthesis of both Atavistic human
phenomena, as well as depending on the
characteristics of extraterrestrial environments
to provide new.
In contrast, I will consider theorists Michael
Benedikt, Juhani Pallasmaa, Christian NorbergSchulz, and Peter Zumthor as references to
examine their written work. Does their writing
hold weight when considering humans in
space? What might they write about when
considering designing outside of the Earth's
boundaries? By summarizing key points, I can
reflect on what they say in contrast to the
conditions of space architecture, in hopes of
finding traction in which to formulate a theory
of architecture beyond Earth.
The (ISS) International Space Station has been
in lower earth orbit since 1998. To this day,
this is one of the only built environments that
reside outside of earth's atmosphere. The sole
purpose of the (ISS) is to be a mobile research
laboratory where scientists can spend months
conducting experiments in various different
fields: human biology, physics, astronomy, etc.
Currently, the reality of space architecture is
driven by financial constraints, not lack of care.
However, until substantial infrastructure in
space is created which has a financial benefit
to earth, such as asteroid mining, it will be
difficult to reach past current launch
constraints.
Regardless of the development of space
technologies, or where they may be heading in
the future. The reality is that there are people
who live outside of Earth now, and often for
months at a time. As the exploration into deep
space continues, the need for space architects
will be increasingly more vital.

Figure 3a - Image of International Space Station

PHENOMENA OF SPACE
In Benedikt's, "For an Architecture of Reality",
he talks about a "direct esthetic experiences of
the real."26
He talks about the moments
throughout life with which we build our most
memorable experiences upon. Within these
experiences we construct our own reality. He
argues that this is what should be at the center
of our concerns. The human should be put into
contact with reality as it stands, and find
beauty within that reality. He points to what
architecture in its current form is lacking; a
sense of reality.
In the context of space, we have no collective
experiences. We have been dwelling outside of
Earth for less than 30 years. That is a blink of
an eye in regards to a cosmological timeline.
This environment is a rather new experience
for us as humans. Our perceived needs have
been volume, space, light, nature, amongst
other things that are specific to where we
came from. It is a reality of Earth, not orbit,
not deep space, not another planet. The new
reality is weightlessness, views of other stars
and planets, a more direct and unshielded
connection with the sun, and a vast,
surrounding emptiness of space.
Our
buildings are no longer brick, stone, or wood.
The materials in space design are much more
26
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mechanical in nature. Until we can reach a
truly earth like planet, a true space vernacular
will be something that will be hard to attain.
Our direct esthetic experience will be the
boundaries of these new environments and
how the materials bridge the gap between the
two.
The new reality is metal, plastics,
inflatable's, and foams.
But our direct
experiences can still read architectural
language from earth; hierarchy of spaces,
rhythm
of
structure,
anthropomorphic
relationships, light and shadow, sequences and
circulation. The human should be put into
contact with reality as it stands, not as recreation of our reality on Earth.
METHODOLOGY OF DESIGN
Industrial design (ID) can be thought of as the
professional service of creating and developing
concepts and specifications that optimize the
function, value and appearance of products
and systems for the mutual benefit of both the
user and manufacturer.
Often, industrial
designers work within larger groups, and
expresses concepts that embody all relevant
design criteria determined by the group. This
may
include
marketing,
management,
engineering, or manufacturing specialists.
These concepts are often an accumulation of
collected analysis and synthesis of data guided
by the specific requirements of the client of
manufacturer. Often designs are for humans,
but mostly of smaller scale.
Designs are
executed by means of drawings, models, and
verbal descriptions.
So what does the industrial designer offer?
They are expected to be able to place
emphasis of the aspects of products that relate
directly to human characteristics. The concern
for the user is at the forefront of the design
process.
This may even deal with
psychological, physiological or sociological
factors that may influence the design route or
process, but is none the less an essential part
of the industrial design pipeline. However this
does not come without responsibility towards
technical concerns or requirements.
This
involves having an intermediate understanding
of the financial constraints, distribution and

sales,
servicing,
processing,
and
manufacturing. An industrial designer must be
able to harness technological advancements,
materials, and tectonics to be an effective
designer in the field.
Often, industrial designers are sought after for
other types of work within the field, sometimes
as consultants for a variety of design problems
that deal with branding or a clients image.
This could be things like product organization,
planning and exhibit design, advertising,
packaging, and other related design work.
Industrial designers are professionals, and
must have a wide range of awareness to fulfill
contractual responsibilities to clients, protect
the public safety and well being, and
respecting the ethical business practice.
What is the difference between industrial
design and concept art?
There is wide
speculation across the board in regards to
what concept art actually is. Often, there is a
public view of what concept art is, which
seems to only be partially accurate in terms of
what concept artist actually do.
Although
concept art is typically thought of as the
finished product, which is what everyone sees,
it is actually the accumulation and process of
deriving the final solution. "Concept art is all
the dirty work you have to do in order to
establish the visuals to begin with."
A general definition states: Concept art is a
form of illustration where the main goal is to
convey a visual representation of a design,
idea, and/or mood for use in films, video
games, animation, or comic books before it is
put into final product.27 While not wrong, it is
a little misleading in that these concepts don't
just spring out of thin air.
They are
established after a long, and sometimes
painstaking process of iteration and design.
Only a fraction of what the concept artist
actually creates gets used as a final image for
a production.
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Concept art is something that follows a very
distinct flow and methodology that is based in
3 stages of design. 1) Internal - which is
focused around big ideas, exploration, and
concepts. 2) For Partners - which is going to
eliminate some of the weaker designs and
highlight some potential ones that could be
explored in greater detail requiring art
direction, specific needs, function, branding,
image, etc. 3) Public - which seeks to display
a polished idea of the concept in a graphically
presentable manner.
For every finished
product or model sheet, there is tons of
exploration
art,
reference
collections,
thumbnail sketches, speed paints, variations,
iterations, and rejected designs. Concept art
relies first and foremost on an evolutionary
process of design, which is further examined in
greater detail.
INDUSTRIAL
PIPELINE.

DESIGN

/

CONCEPT

ART

The pipeline or workflow that is most
prevalent is a very common overlap between
the fields of industrial design and concept art.
Using the stage outline, it is apparent that
there are some similarities between the two,
and then ultimately compare them to the
architectural design process to examine
relationships, similarities, and differences.

Figure 4a - Concept Art Design Pipeline

Stage one is big idea phase, and one that
involves generating concepts and ideas that
may seed into solutions or options of the
overall design. Speed is more important than
execution at this point because these ideas
need to be generated quickly so that the team
can eliminate ideas until only the strongest

designs remain. "It's like mining - you have to
eliminate rubble to get to the gold nuggets."28
Spending a lot of time thinking into detail
about an idea could be a real issue if the client
wants designs and all the time and effort is
focused on only one version. Generating ideas
cannot take a lot of time, however this does
not mean that the ideas are not thoroughly
thought out and informed. This is not generic
or random design.
This is finding which
designs don't work, and eliminating them from
the workflow. Often there is a ratio of "design
risk" which designates the risk involved with
changing the original element by too much. If
a designer retains 90% of the original
component and changes 10%, this would
constitute as a safe design. Likewise 70%
would be a medium risk, and 50% and below
would be very high risk because the original
component is so drastically changed that
people may not identify with it.
This is
important when considering concept art and
industrial design, because this can sometimes
make or break an idea.
Before a design can proceed to stage 2, there
are some approvals that need to be procured:


Creative directors or investors, who
want to see their vision represented.



3D
animators,
animators,
manufacturers, engineers concerned
with budget constraints.



Clients with specific needs
expectations or constraints.

and

Stage two is more about presentation while
still retaining the approved concepts moving
forward from stage one.
Select ideas and
presentations are now pitched to the partners
of the team.
At this point, the industrial
designer/concept artist have already gotten
the team convinced and it is time to start
executing the design. However, this is more of
a balancing act, because during this detail
phase, it is important that things aren't super
polished. There cannot be a whole lot of hours
28
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put into an image only to have one of the
partners thrash it with other demands and
requirements. It is a balance of both speed
and quality. The key thing to take away from
stage two, is that is a rather easy jump from
stage one into stage two. All of the hard work,
research, thumb nailing, sketching and
brainstorming is done.
It should be very
seamless to turn concept into production as
you already have the team convinced.

ARCHITECTURAL PROCESS
There is no question that the architectural
design process is not quite as cut and dry as
the industrial design pipeline.
The typical
architectural pipeline can be laid out in roughly
5 steps:


initial discussion / client input



information gathering
(precedent study)



schematic design and feasibility



design development



construction drawings / construction

Before a design can proceed to stage 3, there
are some approvals that need to be procured:


Manufacturer budgetary constraints.



Marketers
want
to
see
brand
represented well, but also ensure that
new creation will have its own identity.



Funding and financial team members
will want to ensure desired financial
results.

Stage 3, Finally, some of the art/design gets
approved for final publication or production.
The final stage is to wow the public or audience
with flashy, very tight, rendered images. It is
no longer about the process, because the
process isn't what will sell the design, the
finished creation is what is viewed as the
finished product.
However, this is still
somewhat of a misconception. Both industrial
design, and concept art, are only the
beginning.
Unlike art, which is the final
product to be viewed, interacted with, and
experienced by the audience, concept art and
industrial design production images are only
the first step into making that into a game,
movie, or reality. Often the final boards and
production images are the only thing that the
public sees.
They do not see the gritty
drawings, scratch sketches, speed paintings, or
all of the research behind it all. This often
leads to a skewed view as to what concept art/
industrial design is.
This also paints a
distorted vision of what design is all about.

and

research

It is not to say that each architect does each of
these 5 things in the same manor, but
ultimately, they must pass each step with
adequate completion before moving forward to
the next process.
In comparison, the
processes are similar. They all have a client or
person who has input on the new creation.
They all gather information and data regarding
the design subject. Often though, if there is a
big idea phase, it is quite short in terms of
duration in relation to the larger scope of the
project. Sometimes there is no big idea phase
where ideas are generated. Often schematic
design, although sometimes thought of as a
concept phase really isn't.
The precedent
study, often mixed with the client input already
dictates a preconceived idea of what this thing
is going to look like.
Granted, there are
changes and customizing things specifically for
the client, yet there is still no dirty, messy, big
idea, concept that could send the project in a
new direction.
Another thing that makes for a crucial
difference is the concept of time. More times
than not, schematic phase is rushed to be able
to get to something substantial. There are
some successful firms or designers actually are
in big idea land for a longer duration, however
for the sake of this paper, I am targeting the
typical practice. Obviously, time is money and
there are phases where it is better to be fast
and generate many ideas, rather than to be
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Figure 5a - Pipeline comparison

tight and precise with only one idea. This
comes down to outcome. Both methodologies
are inevitably seeking a final design that
comes to fruition, however it seems that in
both the industrial design pipeline, and concept
art workflow the focus is on the early stage of
big ideas and how to allow them to inform the
final production.
There are two important ideas to take away
from this. 1) both the industrial design and
concept art methodology, and the architectural
process have very similar components and a
very similar method about going from phase to
phase. 2) The time designated to each section
of these phases is often severely skewed and
disproportionate when compared. It is clear
that a look at how much time is spent in each
area is nearly inverse.
The architectural
design pipeline has a small amount of the
client input, research, and schematic making
up less that 25% of the total process, where as
the (ID) and (CA) accumulates nearly 70% of
the total process time.
So to clarify, the
components are the same in each, yet the time
is drastically different between the two. Why?
What stops the architecture field from adopting
this front loaded design process. Why is the
majority practicing this very back loaded
process? Are there advantages to doing one
compared to the other?
Take the idea of a charette for example. Why
do these quick crash course designs often turn
out a better "idea" when compared to project
that might have more time put into it? A
charette actually involves more of the big idea,
fast, dirty, concept stuff. Architecture may

short change itself but cutting the big idea
phase into such a small chunk of the overall
design solution. There is a reason that concept
art and industrial design relies heavily on the
upfront concept stage.
In their industry,
mediocrity or un-evolved solutions just don't
cut it. If the new iPhone designers do not
come up with something better they are in
trouble. If the new Gears of War game doesn't
out-do the last, it is in big trouble. What
happens when the quality of architecture
drops? Nothing. We accept it as part of the
process, and often other architects find great
dissatisfaction
with
the
acceptance
of
mediocrity within the realm of architecture.
Space design would benefit greatly from a
more mutative concept art approach of design
for a few reasons. It offers an approach that
seeks to purge any accumulation of "Earth
Architecture" related thinking. In doing so,
would better accept the reality of the
conditions in these alien worlds for what they
are, which would allow the designer to strive
towards an architecture of reality in space.
Secondly, the quick generations of concepts
could
inspire
scientists
and
engineers
throughout the design process. The concept of
constant progression that the (ID) and (CA)
pipelines offer would lend that same approach
when considering specific problems with space
designs. Architecture will have to branch out
and begin to consider these new realms and
what role the architect now plays in space
design.
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In the future, design will require a new breed
of architects versed both in the traditions of
building for human activity and the new
subjects unique to space technologies and
constraints. Humans has trekked beyond the
extents of the Earth, where theory about
"Earth architecture" can only go so far. The
more we search for the "recipe" of what to do
for humans, the less truth there is within what
we create. It becomes nearly impossible to
make rational statements about what we are
doing and have it still hold any truth.
CONCLUSION
Architecture in space will likely not concern
itself with labels, or categories. We will no
longer have Classical, Roman, Victorian,
Modern, Usonian, International Style, Post
Modern, Deconstructive, etc. All we will have
are the lessons from which they taught us. In
space, there will be three crucial elements: 1)
protecting human life, 2) extracting the
abstract concepts of earth architecture, and 3)
relaying the composition with new materials
and
new
environments.
A
critical
"cosmological" regionalism. As designers and
Architects, we must begin to accept the reality
of these new environments for what they are,
rather than to just transplant the needs we
have on Earth. The machine can be used as a
tool to work with, not design against.
There is no question that there is a direct
relationship between the progression of
science, and the progression of architecture.
However architecture’s history is constantly
reinterpreted based off the architectural
present. As our understanding of the cosmos
expands, and architects become more involved
with the process of space design, architecture
will eventually reach further into our solar
system and eventually other planetary
systems.
Scientific exploration into the
cosmos will continue, regardless of the
condition of our planet. What becomes clearer
is the need to remember the human's value of
design in this new age of the machine.
Designing for new worlds will require the
embracing of technology and science, but most
importantly,
harnessing
architecture’s
responsibility of the inhabitant’s needs both

physically and psychologically.
Architecture
must function, provide a human relationship to
the built environment, and must do both
beneficially,
and
appropriately.
The
opportunities of orbital architecture are as
exciting as they are challenging.
Orbital
design presents ways to rethink the values of
design based on psychological needs, means of
creating a dynamic environment, and ways to
orient the inhabitants to both a local reference
and on a cosmological scale. Architecture is
for people; therefore both science and art
should play a role when conceptualizing
design.
As architects begin to take responsibility for
designing beneficial architecture, working
within the constraints of extreme conditions,
paired with the phenomenological approach to
human consideration, we can begin to
synthesize the two into a more complete, and
rich approach to beneficial design for any
environment. As designers, we must conclude
that architecture is not only a mechanism of
resilience and adaptation, but a prominent
display of art and beauty which must be
carried over into the realm of space
architecture. We must strive to ensure the
human dimension is not lost in the process of
embracing “the machine”.
Ralph Waldo Emerson once said, "Do not go
where a path may lead, go instead where there
is no path, and make a trail".29 It is time to
rethink design.

29
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This book is the accumulation of a year and half of research, discovery, and process which seeks
to provide inspiration for future designers, scientist, and engineers in hopes to add to the
conversation of humans in extreme environments. As an ongoing side project, there will be
components added which seek to design and envision the major components where the thesis
leaves off. The space elevator, and the space station are vital for colonization of the asteroid
belt. The next few years my goal will be to visualize and illustrate the long term colonization, in
better hopes of understanding the needs both mechanically and in terms of the progression of
humans in space.
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